
WHAT IS CLAIMED:

1. A temperature control for adjusting the

temperature of a workstation and a work medium at a

workstation to a predetermined temperature, comprising:

workstation temperature sensing means to

determine the temperature ,of the workstation,

source of fluid coolant and means for

maintaining the fluid coolant at a temperature below

said predetermined temperature,

coolamt circulating means comprising a flow line

delivering csoolant from said source and to and

through the workstation and adjusting the temperature

of the workstation and work medium therein,
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flow lisne.

2.' A temperature control as in claim 1, further

sing means for regulating the flow of coolant in the

3. A^temperature control as in claim 2, further

comprising rn^ans for bypassing said flow regulating means

and said heater\and wherein said control means controls

said bypass means

43

Ol

4. A temperature >^ontrol as Jhi claim 3, wherein said

control means is a temperature contAl computer, and the

computer's program ccjhtrolsN^aid hea±^£U-a*idr-^a^rdr^bypass

means

.

5. A temperature control as,^n^claim 1, wherein said

temperature control controls the temperature of a

plurality of workstati\^,and work medrm therein.
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6^\a temperature control for adjusting the

temperature of a workstation and a work medium at a

workstation to a predetermined temperature, comprising;

a\workstat ion,

workstation temperature sensing means to

determined the temperature^of the workstation,

O

a source of fluid coolant and means for

maintaining Ghe fluid coolant at a temperature below

said predetermined temperature,

coolant ciAculafeiiw means comprising a flow line

delivering coolartl/from skid source and to and

through the workstation andN?roducing cooling of the

workstation and v|of»jt medium therein,

a coolant hfeater\ in the flo

coolant being supplied^ to the w

line^heating the

station to a

temperature nearly equalizer said predetermined

temperature as tA mad^ayi the workstation and work

medium at said pr\e^etermiVed temperature,

and control mWns for Vhe heater and modulating

the heating thereof^ said cdhtrol means reducing the

heating by said header while V substantial

differential exists between tlie workstation

temperature and said predetermined temperature, and

said control means increasing the heating by said

heater as said differential decreases and as the

workstation temperature nearly achieves said

predetermined temperature



7. A temperature control as in claim 6, further

composing means for regulating the flow of coolant in the

flow

8 A A temperature control as in claim 7, further

comprising means for bypassing said flow regulating means

and said heater, and wherein said control means controls

said bypassNmeans

.

9. A temperature control as in claim 8, wherein

said control m\ans is a temperature control computer, and

the computer's program controls said heater and said

bypass means

.

10. A temperatVpe--&Qntrol as in claim 6, wherein

said workstation cAises a>s^oling plate for ^ippertrrng

-

a wafer whose temperature is to^^e regulatj

11. A temperature Jsontrol a^iNn claim 6, wherein

said workstation dompriseik a o^lindriVal collar

encompassing a shaft to be/Stooled, saitt shaft being

connected to an el^ctri/motd^ at one eWl, and said shaft

having a chuck at the/end of s\id shaft distal from said

motor, said chuck sif^porting a W^fer whose temperature is

to be regulated.

12. A temperature control as 3n claim 6, wherein

said workstation comprises^^l^quid-^o- liquid heat

exchanger for regulating the temperatir^e of a fluid

passing through said heat exchanger.
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13 .NA temperature control as in claim 6, wherein

said workstation comprises^, module having an upper

compartment, aNkower comtfarftment , and a cooling plate

separating said up^r compartment from said lower

compartment, said moduS^ regi^Lating the temperature of

materials in said uppe£ cb^pa^tmen^^aTT^ said lower

compartment

.

14 . A temperat

said temperature conttc

plurality of workstati

control >as in claim 6, wherein

L controls\the temperature of a

cjfis and work media therein.
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\5 . A temperature control for adjusting the

temperature of a workstation and a work medium at a

workstation to a predetermined temperature, comprising:

a \ource of fluid coolant,

a cooling vehicle, main coolant temperature

sensor and \main coolant temperature control for

detecting and maintaining the temperature of the

fluid coolantV at a temperature below said

predetermined \temperature

,

a flow link, a return line, and a recirculating

pump for receiving fluid coolant from said source of

fluid coolant and providing fluid coolant to the

workstation and producing cooling of the workstation

and work medium thejrein,

a workstation tempera

temperature control

temperature of the workstation

sensor

or detectSing and

and workstation

Lating the

)era

a coolant heatep in

said workstation tern;

coolant being suppli

temperature nearly

temperature as to mai

medium at said predete1

flow\line responsive to

e contrc^L for heating the

o t\ie workstation to a

determined

ain the workstation and work

mined temperature

,

said workstation temperature control reducing

the heating by said heater while a substantial

differential exists between the Workstation

temperature and said predetermined temperature, and

said workstation temperature contVol increasing the

heating by said heater as said differential decreases
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a*K4 as the workstation temperature nearly achieves

saidNpredetermined temperature

,

a f 3Npw regulator in said flow line for

maintaining the desired rate of flow of coolant

through said Xlow line, and

said workst<

16 . A tempe

said main coolant

temperature contr

for bypassing both said heater

ow of

increased

responsive to

a bypass val

and said flow i?^gula
v
torN^hereby providing a^fj,

unwarmed cool,

rate of flow said bypass valvfc^bj

tion temperature rol

rature cont

tempera

are/a temperature c

ire control an

lVim 15, wherein

said workstation

trol computer.

17. A temperature control as ^n claim 15, wherein

said temperature control>«©Rtrols ttA temperature of a

plurality of workstations and work med\a therein.
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18. A temperature control for adjusting the

temperature of a workstation and a work medium at a

workstation to a predetermined temperature, comprising:

\a workstation,

a\ source of fluid coolant,

a oooling vehicle, main coolant temperature

sensor anci main coolant temperature control for

detecting akd maintaining the temperature of the

fluid coolank at a temperature below said

predetermined Vemperature,

a flow lind\, a return line, and a recirculating

pump for receiving fluid coolant from said source of

fluid coolant and providing fluid coolant to the

workstation and pro^Kicinc^cooling of the workstation

and work medium th^irXein,

a workstation tentoerature\sensor,and workstation

temperature conttrol foA detectin^cmd regulating the

temperature of the workatatic

a coolant heater Jtn said f lovA line responsive to

said workstaticfri teprfperatuVe contrbl for heating the

coolant being supplied to the workstation to a

temperature neaAy equal to teaijcKpredetermined

temperature asCto\naintain tl\e workstation and work

medium at said predetermined temperature

,

said workstation temperatuVe control reducing

the heating by said heater whilA a substantial

differential exists between the workstation

temperature and said predetermined temperature, and
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said workstation temperature control increasing the

hekting by said heater as said differential decreases

and\as the workstation temperature nearly achieves

said predetermined temperature

,

s0

ru

03

a slow regulator in said flow line for

maintaining the desired rate of flow of coolant

through said flow line, and

a bypask valve for bypassing both said heater

and said flow\regulator ,
thereby providing a flow of

unwarmed coolant to the workstation at an increased

rate of flow, said bypass valve being responsive to

said workstation\temperature control.

19. A temperatidre\control £>e in claim lg^wherein

said workstation comprises a cooling pl^€tor supporting

a wafer whose tempefratureVLs to be^^^eaulated

,

20. A temperature co^rol as in claim 18, wherein

said workstation comprises a Vylindrical\ collar

:t Jco be cooled, said shaft being

connected to an eld/tric motor Vt one end, and said shaft

having a chuck at ihe end of saiod shaft distal from said

motor, said chuck sv^pporting a wa^er whp^e temperature is

to be regulated.

21. A temperatur^v control as iVi claim 18, wherein

said workstation comprises^a liquid- dp-liquid heat

exchanger for regulating the temperature of a fluid

passing through said heat exchanger.



22. A temperature control as in claim 18, wherein

said workstation comprises a module having an upper

compartment , a lower compartment, and a cooling plate

separating\said upper c/5tapartment from said lower

compartment , Nsaid module regulating the temperature of

materials in saijkv uppepr compartment and said lower

compartment

23 . A temp^ratu

said main coolantv tempe

temperature control at'

24. A temperatu

said temperature cont

contrdiL in claim 18, wherein

ixh&xye€ Control and said workstati

smpenature control computer.

re controI^N^ " in claim 18, wherein

::ol controlsSthe temperature of a

plurality of workstations and work m^dia therein.
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25. A process for precisely cooling a workstation

and work medium at a workstation to a predetermined

temperature, comprising the steps of:

01

S3'
01

rapidly lowering the temperature of the

workstation bv/meanK of a fluid coolant whose

temperature /s below ohe predetermined temperature,

until the tAperature o\ th^wt5rkstation approaches

the predetyfermirf^d temp^faH^ure, and

int

workstat

i

the preae

rpdu g h&at into 6he coolant flowing to the

thus slowing th& rate of cooling, until

termined tempera-feuaCe is achieved,

26. The jkrocess as in claism 25, wherein the

temperature of a^^lurality of workstations is controlled.


